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Abstract
Adapted primary literature is literature adapted from primary scientific literature for the
purpose of using it with school age students. The process begins with teachers finding an
appropriate primary scientific literature article, written by scientists for scientists, and rewriting
the article to meet the reading level and understanding of the students being taught. In the newly
created article, a teacher focuses only on the part of the original article that is important to the
students learning and the writer may add background information, graphics, or edit existing
graphics to make them more student friendly. The goal of this project is to create guidelines for
the creation of adapted primary literature articles, to use those guidelines to create adapted
primary literature, and to then incorporate these articles into storylines.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Students in today’s world must be able to deal with mass amounts of information,
comprehend that information, and evaluate it for its usefulness and effectiveness in their day to
day lives (Benson, 2002). For this reason, learning to read and reading to learn should be a
featured practice throughout schooling. Routines need to be put into place that teach students to
gather information from text, question their findings for relevance, and decide how and if it
relates to the material they are studying (GreenLeaf et al., 2013). However, students are often not
directly taught the skills or strategies needed to decode nonfiction text or the data in it; in fact,
students themselves often have misconceptions about their abilities to read and write text
effectively, especially in science (Penney et al., 2003). Many students put too much weight on
the misconceptions that they already “know” and believe that their ability to convey information
through writing is better than it actually is. This misperception within students becomes even
more problematic when it is coupled with an inaccurate view of what science actually is. Most
students believe science is just a passing of knowledge from one generation to the next (Ebbers,
2002). When students believe science is just a body of factual knowledge, exploration into topics
becomes moot and the learning becomes stale. This is because students no longer feel the need to
explore topics in science, but rather look up any answer they may wonder about. To continue to
make growth in the fields of science students need to be excited and feel like there are new
things that need to be found and contributed to the existing body of work.
One way students learn about existing scientific information is through reading scientific
texts and articles. Science reading is a daring and complex task that often changes depending on
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the subject being read (Penney et al., 2003). Reading becomes more relevant as students begin
learning about more complex science topics. Students not only need to be able to read the
science text but critically engage with it in order to best understand the information being
presented. Scientific literacy not only depends on comprehension but also on a student’s ability
to take a stance on the literature as well as use the new knowledge with other situations and
world views (Phillips & Norris, 1999). This goes beyond basic understanding. As future world
citizens, the goal of scientific reading should be for each student to use their new knowledge and
apply it to the world around them. This could take place in a wide array of settings and situations
from using physics ideas around your home to participating in an argument about a socio
scientific topic. Students have to see the big picture to be successful in this information rich
world (Benson, 2002).
To help ensure our students develop useable science knowledge and the skills to apply that
knowledge to everyday situations, non-traditional modes of instruction are needed. Research
provides guidance in this area. For example, student understanding of the target science concepts
is enhanced if during the reading of this rich science information, students practice making
predictions and supporting claims with evidence, both skills important in scientific practices
(Pegg & Adams, 2012). Students can be learning these skills in all classes, but particularly in the
science classroom.
As a precursor to the newly released Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), a new
insight for science education was advanced, titled, “A New Vision for Science Education.” In
that document, it was stated science education should involve less of students reading textbooks
and answering end of the chapter questions and more of students reading multiple sources,
including science-related magazine and journal articles and web-based resources; students
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developing summaries of information. This document also states teachers in today’s science
classrooms should do less posing of questions with a single correct answer and should be
presenting students with more opportunities to discuss open-ended questions focusing on the
strength of evidence used to generate and support claims (National Research Council, 2015).

Adapted Primary Literature
One way of developing the skills needed for reading in science and thinking critically
about what is being read is through the use of primary scientific research articles (Benson, 2002)
and for younger students Adapted Primary Literature (APL). Primary scientific research articles
are written for scientist by scientists. In order to understand the reading, the reader would first
need to have a deep knowledge and understanding of the field. While the NGSS stress the
importance of presenting students with a variety of sources for scientific information, expecting
our K-12 students to read and understand the direct writing of scientists is not possible. The
writing is simply too complex. One way to address this problem is through Adapted Primary
Literature (APL). APL involves changing scientific articles and making them more kid friendly.
The adapted articles still maintain their essential questions, the data collected, the research that
took place, and results. However, the wording is changed and simplified to meet the
developmental level of the younger readers (Dunkak, 2010). APL allows students to have access
and understanding of what real scientists are doing and allows them to use that information to
make connections to their class work and the world they live in. APL is still considered to be a
primary source of literature. Because of the importance of communication in all forms in our
society, (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005) using primary research may aid students in becoming
more scientifically aware and more critical of the information they are reading.
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Graphic Organizers as a Reading Strategy
Simply adapting scientific research articles to fit the reading level of students is not
enough. In order to best use APL, students need to be provided with reading strategies to help
them better interact with and understand the text. Throughout the literature researchers such as
Norris and Phillips (2003) point out the difficulty students have in interpreting scientific text. For
example, in a study of high school students using APL, teachers invoked active learning
strategies to help students better interact with the text in hopes of creating more connections
between the written science and the application of that science. It was found that these active
strategies were not enough and students still needed help and guidance in the areas of
comprehension and application (Falk et al., 2008). The need for strategies to aid student
understanding of scientific text is critical in today’s science classrooms. Often time teachers
expect students to be able to read scientific text by the time they leave elementary school, but
most students still struggle (Norris & Phillips, 2003). Research supports the benefits to student
understanding that occurs when students use reading strategies, like graphic organizers, while
working with scientific texts. The use of these strategies prompt students to use prior knowledge
and helps them monitor their own comprehension (Radcliffe et al., 2004). Therefore, a critical
component of successfully using APL is including established strategies to assist students in
understanding the text. For this study, that strategy will be the use of graphic organizers.
Graphic organizers are visual and graphic displays that help show the relationship
between terms, facts, ideas or links between information and ideas. They are often referred to as
concept maps, story maps, or advanced organizers. There is strong evidence to support that
graphic organizers can help with improving comprehension and vocabulary (Hall & Strangman,
2008; Kester Phillips et al., 2008).
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Reasoning and Argumentation
When switching to the Next Generation Science Standards the amount of topics per grade
was reduced in order to let teachers focus less on the sum of details and giving more time for
students to engage in investigation and argumentation to achieve deeper understanding of the
ideas presented to them (NGSS, 2013). NGSS (2013) states, “In science, reasoning and argument
based on evidence are essential in identifying the best explanation for a natural phenomenon.”
This idea gives students the chance to fill the shoes of a scientist and participate in the kind of
experiments and debates a real scientist would participate in, but at their level. However in order
for reasoning and argumentation to occur students need to have a body of evidence and
knowledge about the topic and must have developed skills in scientifically valid ways of arguing
(Osborne et al., 2004).
Using graphic organizers, in conjunction with argumentation, students will be better able
to comprehend the material they are reading. This is critical when it comes to using this new
information in an argument or in reasoning because students need to have enough experience
with the content to use it to make connections to common elements others in the argument are
making (von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008). Beyond being able to use information from a text,
students have to be taught how to argue. Teachers have to help students learn how to understand
and use argumentation in scientifically valid ways in the classroom (Osborne et al., 2004). This
means giving students tools to aid in argumentation, setting class norms and boundaries, and
providing examples for how evidence students have collected can aid in their argument.
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Purpose of this Project
There are three goals to this Creative Component. Given the fact that there is no readily
available source of Adapted Primary Literature teachers can select appropriate articles from, the
first goal of this project is to develop a list of guidelines for use in creating Adapted Primary
Literature. The second goal is to use those guidelines to develop sets of APL pieces to be used in
my middle school science classrooms. The third goal is to create storylines that incorporate APL
to teach students scientific topics in the middle school classroom. There is currently very little
information about the use of APL in the middle school setting. Research that has been completed
focuses on high school science classrooms and college level courses.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Primary Literature
Primary literature is an authentic genre of science communication written by scientists for
scientist to communicate research (Dunkak, 2010; Falk & Yarden, 2009). It helps close the gap
between public knowledge and scientific inquiry by giving rationale for research, showing the
structure of scientific communication, and helping develop the reader’s ability to critically assess
the information (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005).
For a novice reader, primary literature may be hard to read and understand because of
the professional language used, details some readers may have never been exposed to, and/or its
lack of being reader friendly (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Dunkak, 2010; Yarden et al.,
2001). Because of these difficulties, students struggle to make inferences about the primary
literature and to understand the ideas the literature presents (Phillips & Norris, 1999).
Even with its challenges, there are several benefits to using primary literature in a science
classroom. First, primary literature helps students understand the nature of science. Primary
literature exposes students to authentic inquiry done by real scientists (Muench, 2000). By
introducing students to this research, they will better understand why research is performed, in
addition to how it is performed. Secondly, students show more interest in research articles than
other traditional texts. This is credited to their application to the real world and to the idea that
the topics appear to be more interesting to students (Falk et al., 2008). Finally, primary literature
can give teachers content specific articles that not only appeal to students but contain parts of the
scientific method, which we are often trying to integrate into students scientific practices
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(Muench, 2000). Because of the benefits primary literature has, it is vital to find a way to bridge
the gap between level of reading difficulty and the developmental levels of our students. In order
to use these sources in a school setting, the information would need to be changed in order to
better aid students in comprehension. This change comes in the form of Adapted Primary
Literature (APL).

Adapted Primary Literature
APL is primary literature that keeps its original scientific form but is written in a way that
can be understood by students (Phillips & Norris, 2009). The adapted piece keeps structural
characteristics of primary literature but adapts vocabulary and wording to the comprehension
level of the students it is intended for (Falk & Yarden, 2009; Yarden et al., 2001). Adaptations of
the primary literature may also have information added to better highlight the relevance of the
work completed and its importance. This more clearly shows students how this work affected the
scientific community and the body of information already known. It may also give students more
background on the subject (Yarden et al., 2001).
Schools, and teachers in them, have to move past simply assigning reading and, instead,
assign reading students can interact with as well as question (Falk et al., 2008). Textbooks were
traditionally thought of as the only way a student would get information. The information a
textbook contained held more credibility then even firsthand experience (Penney et al., 2003).
After a reading, teachers would ask questions and hear responses to what the students had
learned. This could be the only interactions students had with the content. APL changes this and
turns text into a tool for argumentation (Yarden, Norris, & Phillips, 2015). This gives the teacher
an opportunity to have students develop a claim, justify it with data and evidence, and then argue
the claim with others to build on their ideas or to change their thinking.
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APL is an authentic scientific practice because most scientific information is acquired
through the thoughts and experiences of other scientists (Falk & Yarden, 2009). Students are not
only using a common scientific practice, but APL also aids students in developing skills that
future citizens and decision makers should possess (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005). These
skills include process thinking, problem solving, communicating, perfecting language skills, and
learning independently (Benson, 2002).
The way students process information can vary greatly. By using scientific articles
students can learn the process and steps a scientist uses in research methods while also being
exposed to how another person plans an experiment. A study done in a Canadian high school
looked at the use of APL in the classroom (Falk & Yarden, 2009). By using APL, students were
exposed to current research (Yarden et al., 2001). This, coupled with the use of research
practices, showed an increase of scientific behavior by students in the classroom. Students began
to act like scientists by critically thinking about information and deliberating about their
arguments. This behavior was enhanced more when students had a chance to interact with new
information and then were exposed to APL. This practice allowed for more connections to be
made between students and scientists (Falk & Yarden, 2009). The researchers found students
who used APL showed better inquiry skills than those who were not exposed. The student’s
ability to critically think and apply information grew more among students who read APL than
for those reading secondary texts. APL allowed students to build a better understanding of the
scientific process compared to those who simply read secondary literature (Baram-Tsabari &
Yarden, 2005).
APL has shortcomings as well. The first is the small focus of each article. This can limit
the academic knowledge of students (Yarden et al., 2001). Topics in each article can be narrow
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in focus and can lead to students struggling to understand the how the information affects the
larger topic at hand. Second, when students read text they tend to give it more credit than the
author intended (Phillips & Norris, 1999); meaning that students place too much importance on
smaller less important details. This could lead students to draw incorrect assumptions about an
article due to focusing on less important details. This is one of the reasons it is important to
incorporate reading strategies in this process. It has been shown that when the teacher uses flow
charts, graphic organizers, and slides, those tools help minimize student challenges in
understanding the reading (Falk et al., 2008).
Another problem with APL is the lack of knowledge and skill teachers have in creating it.
Currently, there is no database of APL articles for teachers to draw upon. Teachers, themselves,
must find the original primary literature and adapt it for their classes. However, there has been
some discussion on how to successfully implement this form of primary literature into
classrooms. By teachers creating their own primary literature, the material can be transformed
into something specific for the content they are teaching and the students in their classrooms.

Creating Adapted Primary Literature
How primary literature is adapted is important for its success in the classroom. First, the
information in the selected article must match the academic class objectives. This ensures
students learn the intended information and makes it easier for them to apply it to the current
activity. Secondly, when starting the use of APL with a particular group of students, simple
articles are best. These articles will be easy to visualize. Visualization is important because it
allows students to imagine what is happening and to make connections to science they have seen.
Complex articles should be built up to as students gain more experience with APL (Muench,
2000). Next, methods sections within the APL articles should be modified to a developmentally
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appropriate level. This is a good place to include references to prior knowledge students should
be building onto or to add an explanation of information that is coming up in the article (Falk et
al., 2008). Lastly, the classroom teacher should choose a scientific paper with a bold conclusion.
This will appeal to students and stimulate critical thinking and creative thought (Muench, 2000).
Although these are all good ideas, they are by no means simplistic. The amount of work required
to create APL can be overwhelming. This could be one of the many reasons most teachers
continue to use textbooks and trade books.

Graphic Organizers
The ability to read scientific text is a skill students are expected to possess when they
leave elementary school, when in reality most readers continue to struggle with reading scientific
writing as they progress through middle school and high school (Phillips & Norris, 2009). One
explanation for this difficulty is due to a lack of distinction between reading to learn information
verses learning to read (Benson, 2002). Forgetting how complex a task reading is, many middle
school teachers assume their students are effective readers (Penney et al., 2003). To be an
effective reader, students need to be able to relate the new information to existing knowledge
(Yore & Shymansky, 1991). In science, there may be times when that information does not exist
within the child’s schema. Without adequate prior knowledge students tend to employ survival
tactics and simply memorize information with little to no understanding (Yore & Shymansky,
1991). This could make it challenging for them to recall the information later and to apply that
information to new situations. Even if a student has the background knowledge required to read
the information, it may not be possible for the students to effectively make important
connections (Muench, 2000). Also, while reading science texts, students often struggle to
identify important ideas and relate them to their current background knowledge (Pegg & Adams,
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2012). These are some of the reasons teaching reading strategies specific for science may be
helpful to students.
Incorporating reading strategies into a classroom has been found to aid students in terms
of the amount of information understood from their readings (Yarden et al., 2001). Explicit
reading strategies prompt students to engage their prior knowledge and monitor their
comprehension independently (Radcliffe et al., 2004). This can help students construct meaning,
which would not happen without the access and evaluation of previous knowledge (Benson,
2002). With this prior knowledge, students can make inferences with the available evidence in a
more effective manner (Phillips & Norris, 1999). The use of these strategies does not come
overnight. Teaching reading strategies takes time to develop in a classroom (Radcliffe et al.,
2004).
To incorporate content literature strategies into a classroom routine, requires a shift in
instructional patterns and in the amount of time given for each task. One recommendation for a
versatile reading strategy is the utilization of graphic organizers. Graphic organizers are visual
and graphic displays designed to help show the relationship between terms, facts, and ideas.
They are often referred to as concept maps or story maps (Hall & Strangman, 2008). Graphic
organizers have been found to be effective in the science classroom (Lovitt & Horton, 1994).
They can be modified to fit the content being taught, and can help both struggling and successful
student populations (Lovitt & Horton, 1994). When creating a graphic organizer teachers must
think about the content being covered, the organizational patterns used by the author and the
amount of space needed for students (Fisher, 2001).
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When beginning the use of graphic organizers the text should be organized clearly
(Fisher, 2001). The organization of the text will make the graphic organizer easier to fill out and
more user friendly. This fits in well with the use of APL articles and their use of headings and
subheadings to organize data. A struggle many teachers tend to forget is the importance of
providing students with opportunities to practice using graphic organizers. The less experience
students have using graphic organizers, the more time it will take to successfully incorporate
those strategies into the classroom. Practice time will need to be built into the instructional plan
for students to become familiar with this kind of note taking. Scaffolding graphic organizers is
important. As progress continues, more information can be left off the graphic organizers for
students to fill in. This allows for some creativity of the user and will aid in active learning
(Fisher, 2001).

Graphic Organizers Layout
The layout and implementation of graphic organizers aids in the readers abilities to
understand information within a reading. Graphic organizers use spatial formats to convey
concepts and relationships (Robinson & Kiewra, 1995). This means the way information is laid
out and presented in graphic organizers can affect the way the user reads and understands the
information within each APL article. These organizers are visual and spatial displays that make
relationships between the information more obvious to the reader allowing them to relate these
facts more easily to other content (Gajria et al., 2007). These spatial displays have another
benefit. The form of graphic organizers requires minimal computation or deciphering by the
learner; because they require less effort in understanding relationships, students can spend more
time discovering relationships and connections among concepts (Robinson & Kiewra, 1995).
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Research on Graphic Organizers
Researchers were interested in studying the use of graphic organizers in intermediate and
secondary students with learning disabilities. The students were taught science content with the
use of graphic organizers. Students interacted with the content, were taught how to use a specific
graphic organizer, and then applied their learned content to the organizer. This research showed
graphic organizers are an effective tool for increasing student understanding in science. Students
who use graphic organizers are often more effective at the initial acquisition of information and
the retention of science knowledge. Students also showed better inferencing abilities, which is a
higher order thinking skill (Dexter et al., 2011). This is important because the use of vocabulary
and higher order thinking critical in science is important for learners at all levels. By helping
students add to previous knowledge, graphic organizers can help each child make more
meaningful connections to material.
In a study of the effects of graphic organizers on learning from text, Smith and Jones
(1995) examined one hundred and eleven undergraduate educational psychology students. In this
study the students were broken into three groups and each was given a different means by which
to study. The different approaches studied were text only, text and an outline, and text and a
graphic organizer. These three groups were then divided in half and part of them were given the
assessment immediately while the other half had a two-day delay. The study showed students
who used graphic organizers learned more and could make better relationship connections than
the students who did not use the graphic organizers. This continued to hold true when the same
students who used graphic organizers were compared to those who used outlines as a way to
record information. In the same study, information was analyzed to see if graphic organizers
aided in helping students retain information for longer periods of time. Compared to their
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textbook only counterparts, those who used a graphic organizer still scored higher when the test
was delayed.

Reasoning
The Science and Engineering Practices of argumentation and using evidence are talked
about often in the NGSS; Practice 7, “Engaging in an Argument from Evidence.” NGSS stresses
that reasoning is an important part of argumentation and that the actions of using argumentation
and evidence with reasoning is critical for students to participate in, in order to understand and
explain natural phenomena (National Research Council, 2013). Science curriculums in NGSS
classrooms must involve students in active investigations of scientific phenomena in order to
promote students levels of reasoning and conceptual understanding (Hardy et al., 2010).
However, despite the fact that students are actively engaged in data collection, many find it
challenging to actually use the data generated to explain their reasoning and ideas with evidence
(McNeill & Martin, 2011). This means that even with active participation in scientific
investigation, students are still struggling to meet the NGSS standard of “engaging in argument
from evidence,” and providing reasoning to support and connect those ideas.
There is a growing importance to educate students and citizens about what scientist know
and why it is believed (Driver & Driver, 1996). This requires a new focus on how evidence is
used in science and what criteria is used to select evidence (Osborne et al., 2004). This includes
the idea that it is important to know why something is wrong just as much as why it is correct.
Explaining why something is incorrect is a way to deepen understanding (Osborn et al., 2017).
Having a deep understanding of the material is important when it comes to reasoning. Students
cannot reason at a high level if the task and information is unfamiliar to them (von Aufschnaiter
et al., 2008). Students become more familiar with the information and tasks when they are forced
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to use evidence to explain their ideas. Using evidence in a constructive argument is one way
students can build understanding of the information.
Teachers can create a realistic learning task for students by having them construct
arguments (Kelly & Bazerman, 2003). An argument is the evaluation of different ideas in order
to reason and draw a conclusion (Voss & Means, 1991). Constructing a sound argument involves
using evidence, which is not an easy task. Students need guidance and support as they learn the
skills involved in evidence-based argumentation. When students use evidence to support their
thinking it also helps the teacher by providing an indication of how well their students know the
material and what concepts they can apply effectively (Mcneill & Krajcik, n.d.). To help scaffold
the process of using evidence to support student ideas, writing prompts or writing frames may
help. These are support tools that provide clues and ideas about what is needed in an effective
argument (Osborne et al., 2004). Writing frames can help students learn to think independently
with no peer input and can help encourage them to use data and other evidence in their ideas
(Dawson & Venville, 2010). When teachers are using writing frames designed to help students
use evidence to support their arguments they need to make sure:
1) The frame is explicit- Make sure students know to use claim, evidence and reasoning and
do not assume each student knows what those mean.
2) Mode and critique explanations- Give examples of what a strong verses weak answer
looks like and provide reasoning as to why each was given the specific score.
3) Provide a rational for creating explanations- Show how this could be used to persuade
others in a time of disagreement or argumentation.
4) Connect to an everyday explanation- Pointing out everyday connections can help students
build on prior knowledge.
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5) Provide feedback- Use a common rubric that has been explained to students so feedback
can be provided in a timely, consistent manner (McNeill & Krajcik, 2007).
Creating and using writing prompts has been found to help students better explain their ideas.
Once these have been done students can use their answers to think about their reasoning and can
turn them into valid claims and evidence. This is especially true if writing prompts are open
ended and are designed to elicit justification from the writer (Osborne et al., 2004).
Using reasoning enables people to exchange ideas and makes communication more
advantageous. This is important because reasonings main function is argumentation. Because of
argumentation, reasoning has evolved and has made human communication more effective. This
is because argumentation allows people to share their claims and makes the listener assess the
argument for quality of ideas.

Argumentation in Learning
Argumentation happens when people criticize the reasoning or evidence of another
because of different opinions. The purpose of argumentation is to allow people to contest
competing claims and come to an agreement about how they know something. This could lead to
better models or create new questions about the existing claim in question (Osborn et al., 2017).
The nature of the argumentation process varies depending on the participants. For example,
scientist engage in argument to develop and improve their scientific knowledge, while the public
uses it to engage in debate and to decide on the value and reliability of evidence. Both of these
examples are ways people learn about other ideas, make connections to what they already know,
and possibly change their way of thinking. (von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008).
In pre-NGSS classrooms, science was thought of as simply a body of knowledge to be
learned by students (National Resource Council, 2015). There was little opportunity to actively
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engage with scientific ideas. NGSS is designed to move science teaching away from the idea of
science as a compilation of facts. In the NGSS classroom, teachers must create opportunities for
students to participate in scientific practices, like argumentation. Skills in these practices will
help equip students to make informed decisions about the validity of information (Kind &
Osborne, 2017). Argumentation allows students to think more deeply about the science by
engaging them in processes such as weighing risks and benefits, posing questions, evaluating the
integrity of evidence, and making decisions based on evidence (Dawson & Venville, 2010).
These skills are important in argumentation because in science multiple explanations are
competing against each other and often one of the competing ideas is the students pre-existing,
flawed idea (Osborn et al., 2017). In order to be good at argumentation students must develop a
strong understanding that evidence and claims are different, that claims can be falsified, and that
evidence can and should be used to override claims (Hardy et al., 2010).
An argument consists of claims, evidence, and reasoning. A claim is what the person is
arguing for and is an assertion or conclusion addressing the original question. Evidence is what is
used to support the claim. Evidence is typically some kind of scientific data and can emerge from
investigations, observation, and/or reading material. Reasoning is what links the claim and
evidence together and shows why the data provided is evidence to support the claim being
defended (McNeill & Krajcik, 2007; Osborn et al., 2017). Effective skills in argumentation must
include all three of these components, each supporting the other.
Integrating argumentation into teaching and learning of science requires a shift in the way
science is taught (Sampson & Clark, 2009). This change has a positive impact on student
thinking and can help elicit previous knowledge from students and get them thinking at high
levels of abstraction (von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008). As stated, this does not come without
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change in the classroom. Argumentation is student-centered, but teacher dependent. Teachers
must help children develop the ability to understand and practice scientifically valid ways of
arguing while also teaching how to recognize the limitations of this process (Osborne et al.,
2004). Increases in student argumentation skills have been linked to several classroom practices.
These practices include the use of evidence and reasoning in a classroom incorporated with
talking, listening, and reflecting. Students in an argumentation-based classroom also take a clear
position, justify their claims with evidence, and construct an argument regularly. During
classroom argumentation the teacher’s main role is to facilitate and to encourage reflections and
the development of counterarguments. The practices of the teacher during argumentation are the
most important (Dawson & Venville, 2010); aiding in facilitating and developing arguments is
where students are going to develop reasoning skills and these connections through reasoning is
where knowledge is built.
Part of being an effective teacher when facilitating argumentation also means looking at
not only the view of the topic within the science world, but also understanding how students’
common sense and previous knowledge fit into each science topic. In many cases their previous
knowledge and understanding is likely to be flawed (Sadler et al., 2013). Understanding student
misconceptions can enhance the teacher’s abilities to facilitate effective argumentation. When
planning lessons centering around the process of argumentation, teachers must consider student
skills. Dawson and Venville conducted a study using tenth graders and discovered if students are
not comfortable or familiar with the process of using evidence and scientific knowledge, they
may be reluctant to participate in argumentation (Dawson & Venville, 2010).
A number of studies have shed some light on the process of introducing students to the
process of argumentation. Sampson and Clark asked 168 high school chemistry students to
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participate in a complex task that required them to engage in argumentation. Their findings
concluded that one way to help students transition into a more argument-based classroom is to
encourage collaboration to solve problems. Collaboration helps improve what students learn
about scientific argumentation because it is engaging them in a task where multiple perspectives
have to be evaluated and explained (Sampson & Clark, 2009). As students learn to use the
process of argumentation, it is important to establish classroom norms and expectations for group
argumentation and persuasion. To create these norms, Osborn suggests having a full discussion
about what is important in large and small group classroom discussion. Students may need a
starting spot on what these norms look like and what is expected from them while participating.
(Osborn et al., 2017). Common norms that should be standard in every room include and a
straightforward place to start is:
1) Equal participation
2) Respect to all
3) All should be able to see and hear the speaker
These practices help to ensure all voices are heard. Establishing and maintaining a safe
environment for students to express their ideas is a critical component in establishing an effective
argumentation classroom. Osborn sites the importance of not only establishing safe environment
rules, but not tolerating breaking of these rules (Osborn et al., 2017). Some of the difficulties
students face engaging in argumentation stem from a fear of offending their peers (Kuhn et al.,
2010). For this reason, it is important for students to agree with the norms the class has
established for argumentation. One way to help this process is for students to generate these
argumentation rules. This will create more of a class by-in for the process. Once norms have
been established, they should be consistently modeled, practiced, and revisited often. Practicing
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of norms could mean acting them out, making a class rubric, or creating a class book showing
and explaining the classroom norms (Osborn et al., 2017).
To summarize, when students are exposed to the process of argumentation conceptual
understanding is more likely to occur (von Aufschnaiter et al., 2008). Changing one’s ideas and
thinking is not as likely to occur without the opportunity to justify and support the ideas
(Osborne et al., 2004). Therefore, argumentation is important in science teaching. To scaffold
opportunities for students to become skilled in the process of argumentation, students must be
taught how to use claims, evidence and reasoning. This involves presenting both good and bad
ways of arguing, creating classroom norms, and ensuring a safe environment for argumentation
is always present to ensure students feel safe sharing in front of peers. Then, when provided the
time and opportunity students will see the importance in argumentation (Osborn et al., 2017).

NGSS Scientific and Engineering Practices
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) were completed in April of 2013.
According to Pruitt (2014), these standards were designed to give all students a deeper
understanding of a smaller number of disciplinary ideas. Students display mastery of these
concepts using science and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts across disciplines.
Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs) expect students to define problems and design
solutions with scientific information (Pruitt, 2014), and can be done through argumentation and
reasoning. These practices engage students in ways scientific knowledge is developed and gives
them experiences with a wide range of approaches used to model, investigate, and explain the
world (National Research Council, 2012). With ways of developing scientific knowledge in
mind, the vision for these SEPs is to show students evidence and have them be able to apply that
evidence to show mastery of the content (Pruitt, 2014). Applying evidence to ideas is reasoning.
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When this is coupled with comparing ideas with the ideas of other students, argumentation can
occur. This new vision emphasized to schools that students should be actively involved in their
science programs, through the use of investigations and 21st century skills, (Bybee, 2011) like
argumentation and reasoning.
No matter the grade of students, the goal of the SEPs is for students to learn how to use
evidence to create a logical explanation for events (Bybee, 2011). For students to accomplish
these goals, they need practice. Practice aids students in understanding why scientists know
existing information and how they build reliable knowledge (Osborne, 2014). Within the NGSS,
there are eight SEPs that help teachers see mastery in their students. This study will be focusing
on the SEP: “Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information.” This standard should be
mastered within the sixth-eighth grade years and includes these specific skills (NGSS Lead
States, 2013).
-

“Critically read scientific texts adapted for classroom use to determine the central
ideas and/or obtain scientific and/or technical information to describe patterns in
and/or evidence about the natural and designed world(s).

-

Integrate qualitative and/or quantitative scientific and/or technical information in
written text with that contained media and visual displays to clarify claims and
findings.

-

Gather, read, and synthesize information from multiple sources and assess the
credibility, accuracy, and possible bias of each publication and methods used and
describe how they are supported or not supported by evidence.

-

Evaluate data, hypothesis, and/or conclusions in scientific texts in light of competing
information or accounts.
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Communicate scientific and/or technical information (e.g. about a proposed object,
tool, process system) in writing and/or through oral presentation (NGSS Lead States,
2013, pg. 15).”

By infusing this SEP and its elements into a science classroom, students will engage in all
forms of scientific communication. Communication is imperative in science and happens through
both oral and written language (Bybee, 2011). The ability to read, interpret, and produce
scientific text is a core idea of science (NGSS Lead States, 2013; Osborne, 2014). However, all
students must become critical readers of the text. This includes using information and data to
identify errors, knowing the difference between observation and inferences, understanding the
differences between a claim and the evidence used to support or refute the claim, and
distinguishing between arguments and explanation (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
To develop deep understanding, science students need to apply their knowledge using the
critical skills previously mentioned through practice. In order for students to have valuable
practice with these ideas, the practice experiences provided must help students develop a deeper
understanding of the ideas, be effective in developing knowledge about the idea, and give a an
authentic picture of the scientific process (Osborne, 2014).

NGSS Storylines
NGSS storylines are a way to visually represent the essential components of science
units. Storylines outline sequences of lessons that are driven by an essential question developed
around a given phenomenon. The goal in developing a storyline is to develop an instructional
sequence by outlining a series of activities constructed to lead students to be able to explain and
understand the target phenomena (NextGen Science Storylines Teacher Handbook, 2019).
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Storyline are important for teachers and students when implementing NGSS because they help to
make the connection between what is being learned and why. When a teacher creates lesson
plans, they know how ideas will come together to help students understand a topic, however
these ideas are not communicated to students. With the use of storylines, students are involved in
the planning of a lesson sequence; by posing questions. Consequently, they understand how the
content will help answer their questions. The teacher can then use student questions to help
scaffold their learning of new material (What Are Storylines?, n.d.). The benefit to creating these
storylines is that students are better able to follow each lesson they take part in and can use
information from previous lessons to help them better understand what they are currently
learning. The sequence of the activities and introduction of the scientific ideas within a storyline
are key to how students will develop and connect ideas to each other throughout the unit (Lipsitz
et al., 2017). While developing storylines teachers must do three things: unpack Disciplinary
Core Ideas (DCI’s), choose an anchoring phenomena, and appropriately sequence the lessons (Lo
et al., 2014). The standards DCIs, Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs), and Crosscutting
Concepts (CCCs) should be examined and used to describe what students will be doing during
each lesson.
By looking at DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs and using them in a storyline, it ensures that the
common ideas running through each lesson and allows students the ability and opportunity to
explain phenomena. The CCCs and SEPs mentioned in the Performance Expectation do not have
to be the only used in your storyline. Instead, select others to incorporate to enhance lessons
more and allow students to interact best with the content being presented (Krajcik et al., 2014).
DCI’s were created to give educators specifics on what science and engineering content
to teach at each grade level and as a guide for how science should look in their classroom
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(National Research Council, 2013). Teachers must use the DCI’s and Performance Expectations
together in order to break down topics into small lesson topics students will be able to interact
with and draw conclusions from (Cisterna et al., 2018). The process of breaking down standards
into these smaller teachable topics is called unpacking.
Unpacking is an important process when teaching the NGSS standards because it ensures
that the intent of the standard is truly understood by the readers (Workosky, 2017). When
unpacking a standard is complete a teacher will have generated ideas about what the students
should know at the end of the storyline and have information on previously learned information
they can use to engage students and make connections to from previous science experienced (Lo
et al., 2014).
Once a teacher has unpacked a standard and understands what a student should know to
have mastered its content, a unit phenomenon needs to be chosen. A phenomenon is a specific
observable event that occurs under specific conditions. It needs to be investigable and students
should be able to ask and discover answers about it (“Using Storylines to Structure NGSS
Units,” 2019). When choosing a phenomena teacher should consider:
-

Will this authentically engage students?

-

Will it lead students to incorporate SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs?

-

Can it drive a lesson and not just be a hook?

-

Can it be observed?

-

Is it accessible to all students (Using Phenomena in NGSS, 2016)

Last, teacher should sequence their lessons. In the past materials have been presented in a way
that expects students to understand the relationship between science ideas. This way of
presenting information makes sense to scientists and others in the field, but does not help
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students make connections between information (NextGen Science Storylines Teacher
Handbook, 2019). Instead, teachers need to anticipate questions students would have about their
chosen phenomena, and design a sequence of lessons that will allow them to answer these
questions and build upon this information each lesson after (Lo et al., 2014). Storylines should be
used by teachers and students to guide learning over time to answer questions about the given
phenomena. Storylines are a way to engage students by answering their questions and developing
ideas about their current views (NextGen Science Storylines Teacher Handbook, 2019)

Theoretical Framework
One of the goals of this curriculum is to enable students to make connections between old
and new knowledge and to use those connections in the science classroom to increase learning.
For this reason, the theoretical framework of this study will focus on a constructivist view. The
constructivist theory can take many forms in the classroom, but no matter the form, student are
asked to build new knowledge on information they already possesses. Students use this
knowledge and the interactions they have with new information to build new meaning and
understanding (Richardson, 2005). An article by Bodner (1986) makes the connections that
teaching and learning are not one in the same. We can teach children and do a great job at it, but
many students may walk away with little new knowledge on the topic. In order for students to
create new knowledge and keep it, learners need multiple opportunities to interact with it. These
different opportunities should be diverse and allow students to fit this information into the
complicated way they see reality in their minds. The constructivist theory asks teachers to not
directly teach but to become facilitators of learning (Bodner, 1986).
The constructivist theory is relevant to this project because of the actions and connections
I am asking students to make. Through the use of graphic organizer, students will be building
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and creating new schema in their minds. The job of the graphic organizer is to help students
make connections between what they already know and what the text is saying. Graphic
organizers will sever as a way for the students to organize and merge old and new ideas.
Another connection to the Constructivist Theory in this study is its connection to APL.
APL transforms scientific literature into an appropriate language for the learner. This relates to
the Constructivist Theories idea of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZDP is a
level of learning individual to each student. It is the area where a student can take new
information, and accommodate and assimilate that information into their existing schema of
knowledge (Nyikos & Hashimoto, 1997). By transforming the scientific literature into grade
level appropriate material, APL and the use of graphic organizers enables students to assimilate
real scientific studies into their current levels of understanding; this is the whole idea of the
constructivist theory.
The final connection I will make to the Constructivist Theory and this project is the use
of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) SEPs. The eight SEPs are the same in all
grades. However, the elements within each SEP grow in depth from year to year (National
Research Council, 2012). By creating standards like this, NGSS has better enabled teachers to
create lessons within the ZDP of their students. Engaging students at the appropriate cognitive
level will improve their learning and understanding of science (Osborne, 2014). Another benefit
of meeting students’ at their cognitive level is the increased ability to analyze data appropriately.
Using data and literature that challenges a student’s cognitive ideas gives them the opportunity to
be critical thinkers. This will help them to answer questions like how scientists know information
about science and how they can be certain it’s it is true (Osborne, 2014).
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Chapter 3
Overview of Writing Adapted Primary Literature (APL)

Choosing an Article
When turning Primary Scientific Literature into APL it is important to keep the original
structure of the writing (Yarden et al., 2015). As a teacher is writing, each article should be adapted
to fit the needs and ability levels of the students being served; tailoring the rewritten article for the
individual classroom (Koomen et al., 2016). When writing APL, there are several steps to take and
a lot of information to keep in mind. The first step is selecting an article, which is by far the longest
and most critical part of the APL development process. It is important to choose Primary Scientific
Literature and the article should have the following qualities: be argumentative in nature, include
evidence and reasoning to support a conclusion, have an organized structure, and present science
as uncertain (Yarden et al., 2015b). Once an article has met these criteria it should be further
examined on its content. The APL creator will want to determine if these seven criteria are met
with the chosen article:
-

Complements relevant curriculum

-

Aids in your instructional sequence

-

Establishes the credibility of the source

-

The material can be matched to aid students in the use of their prior knowledge

-

The research approach is simple to follow

-

Visuals of some kind are present, can be found or developed to aid in understanding

-

The content will engage students (Yarden et al., 2015).
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If these criteria are present or can be achieved the selected article is a good candidate to be turned
into APL. Once the article has been selected the rewriting can begin. When writing an APL article
each of the following components must be addressed: Title, Introduction, Methods, Results, and
Discussion. Before I could begin choosing articles for my APL articles I identified the standard I
would be addressing through their use. The standards I identified was:
MS–ESS2–3: Analyze and interpret data on the distribution of fossils and rocks,
continental shapes, and seafloor structures to provide evidence of the past plate motions
(NGSS Lead States, 2013).
When beginning to look for PSL articles to help meet this standard, I first took into
consideration the evidence I already knew existed about how the earth is moving and changing.
From there, I choose topics I thought would engage students in argumentation and would require
use of reasoning skills, both of which are necessary when choosing an APL article. Once I had
chosen my topics, I began to look for articles with these qualities that also fit the curriculum, had
simple research approaches, appropriate visuals, and could be modified to fit student’s prior
knowledge. The following is how two of those articles were adapted to best fit the needs of the
students being served. Each section begins with general information about how to best adapt
each section of a PSL article to an APL article and how those changes help students better
understand what they are reading about and make connections to the material. Then an example
is given from too different APL articles to illustrate how this process was followed.

Title
In a scientific paper the title holds one of the most important jobs; catching the readers’
attention. The title should provide appropriate information so the reader can decide whether or
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not they would be interested in reading the article (Koomen et al., 2016). However, in PSL the
title can often contain terms unfamiliar to students. When that is the case, the title should be
modified to eliminate or replace unfamiliar terms with more student friendly vocabulary (Yarden
et al., 2015). This allows the title to be more user friendly, but still shares the main points of the
article, as the original authors intended.
Adapting the Primary Literature Title for the APL article Mesosaurus Article.
Because of the professional language of the title, it was in the best interest of the intended APL
reader to modify it. When modifying a title for an APL article it is important to try and keep the
essence of what the title is conveying, while eliminating any confusing or technical terms
(Yarden et al., 2015). When looking at the title it seemed most important to keep the information
that related to what the study was trying to answer. This meant keeping the name of the reptile
and information about the data being collected about it.
Figure 1
Comparison of Title Section of PSL and APL Mesosaurus Article
Original Title
Modified Title
Optimal swimming speed estimates in the
Swimming speed estimates for the
Early Permian mesosaurid Mesosaurus
Mesosaurus.
tenuidens (Gervais 1865) from Uruguay
(Villamil et al., 2016)

Adapting Primary Literature Title for the Rock Comparison Article. When adapting
the article Test of Continental Drift by Comparison of Radiometric Ages (Hurley et al., 1967), the
modification of the title was a bit different than the other articles. Throughout the Exploring the
Earth’s Surface unit students are using these articles as evidence to determine whether continental
drift or plate tectonics is the better model for explaining why the continents moved. Because the
title for this particular paper implies one of these models as being correct, when changing the title,
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the words “continental drift” were omitted. This was done as to not give an additional hint to the
students about how this evidence supports their ideas. Instead, using the information from the
article students formed their own ideas about how this data relates to both continental drift and
plate tectonics.
Figure 2
Comparison of Title Section of PSL and APL Rock Comparison Article
Original Article
APL Article
“Test of Continental Drift by Comparison of
“Comparison of Rock Samples on South
Radiometric Ages (Hurley et al., 1967).”
American and Africa Show Similarities.”

Introduction
Introductions in traditional PSL articles are responsible for reviewing the previous
research on the topic written about (Koomen et al., 2016), providing reasoning for why the
article is being written (Yarden et al., 2015), and stating the questions the researchers are trying
to answer through their work (Koomen et al., 2016; Yarden et al., 2015). These features are
important to keep in an APL article as long as the content can be explained in a way that matches
student’s prior knowledge and reading level. If the introduction cannot be modified from its
original text to make sense to students, information should be added that gives students the basic
background knowledge needed to understand the material (Yarden et al., 2015).
Adapting Introduction Section for the Mesosaurus Article. When adapting the
introduction section of Optimal Swimming Speed Estimates in the Early Permian Mesosaurid
Mesosaurus Tenuidens (Gervais 1865) from Uruguay (Villamil et al., 2016), much of the
information was omitted or scaled down to very basic terms and ideas. This is because the students
who will be using this information do not have the prior knowledge to understand these concepts
and by including this information, students could get lost in the unfamiliar terms and ideas (Yarden
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et al., 2015). Instead, the focus is on the prior knowledge of the animal of study and what is already
known about it.
Figure 3
Comparison of the Introduction Section of PSL and APL Mesosaurus Article
Original Article
APL Article
“These vertebrates are characterised by their
“Mesosaurus are the oldest known fully
elongated skulls, numerous long and slender
aquatic reptiles. They are characterized by
teeth, paddle-like limbs and greatly thickened long skulls, long and slender teeth, paddle
(pachyostotic) trunk ribs (Villamil et al.,
like limbs, and a very thick abdominal
2016).”
region.”
“In this article, we use a biomechanical model “The following research focused on the
developed by Motani (2002) to estimate, for
question of: How fast and how far can the
the first time, the optimal swimming speed in Mesosaurus swim?”
the Early Permian mesosaurid Mesosaurus
tenuidens (Villamil et al., 2016).”

Adapting the Introduction Section for the Rock Comparison Article. Much like the
first article, the introduction was reduced to information that was needed to understand the research
important to the students. Information about where the rocks were tested, what about them were
being tested, and that the testing took place to determine age were mentioned. This information is
important for students because it explains why the research is being done and that multiple
scientists and universities are taking part in the research, however some wording was simplified.
Figure 4
Comparison of the Introduction Section of PSL and APL Rock Comparison Article
Original Article
APL Article
“A collaborative program of radiometric age
“Scientists at the University of San Paulo and
determination has been started between
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
geochronology laboratories at the University
(MIT) worked together to analyze rock
of San Paulo and the Massachusetts Institute
samples from the continents of South
of Technology (Hurley et al., 1967).”
America and Africa.”
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Methods
In a scientific article the methods section has the job of providing detail about the
experiment and how it was preformed (Koomen et al., 2016; Yarden et al., 2015). However,
when writing APL articles this type of detail is typically omitted. Instead, the main ideas of the
methods are used to help the reader understand how the experiment was performed. Unlike in
PSL, often times a graphic may accompany the methods sections (Yarden et al., 2015). This
graphic should help students better understand how the experiment is preformed or help explain
an unfamiliar part of the experiment. If there is no graphic, which is usually the case in PSL
articles, a suitable one should be found or created to accompany the methods section. This
graphic should help add meaning to what you are describing in your methods section or should
explain parts of the methods of the experiment in greater detail.
Adapting Methods Section for the Mesosaurus Article. In the Villamil et al. article, the
methods section gave great detail and description about the mathematical formulas used, as well
as the computer program that generated the model. Although these are both important things to
understand took place during the experiment, the formulas and detailed computer information were
omitted from the APL because this information was not essential to student understanding. The
methods section was thus considerably shortened for the APL article to include a short overview
of the experiment. The resulting APL methods briefly section explains how scientists came up
with the computer models and what they used to do so, then states that a mathematical formula
was used along with this computer model to determine the animals speed.
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Figure 5
Comparison of Methods Section of PSL and APL Mesosaurus Article
Original Article
APL Article
“To calculate the optimal swimming speed,
“In order to calculate the speed of this extinct
we had first to estimate body mass and
animal, some completed Mesosaurus fossils
surface by generating a skeletal reconstruction were used. These fossils were so well
using several articulated and almost complete preserved that even some of the soft tissue,
mesosaur skeletons, some of which preserve
like muscle and skin could be seen. Using
the approximate surface of the soft tissues
these fossils, along with the weight and
(see Figure 1 and SOM). We also used very
dimensions of other fossils found in the South
well-preserved isolated bones belonging to
American area, a fairly accurate computer
individuals at various inferred ontogenetic
model could be generated.”
stages (Villamil et al., 2016).”
Adapting Methods Section for the Rock Comparison Article. Originally, this article did
not have a methods section. The information found here was part of the introduction section in the
PSL. For the APL article, this information was made into its own section to place an emphasis on
how the research was completed. When this information was included with the introduction, it
seemed to lose some of its importance and did not stand out. As its own section, students are
looking at a smaller amount of information, allowing them to make more sense of what they are
reading and to see the importance of the process of the research that was completed.
Figure 6
Created Methods Section from Rock Comparison Article
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Figure 7
APL Article Swimming Speed Estimates for the Mesosaurus

Adapting or Adding Pictures and Graphics. Once Swimming Speed Estimates for the
Mesosaurus was written, visuals were added to help enhance student’s interaction with the article.
The goal of the pictures in this APL article was to give students an idea of what the fossils of the
Mesosaurus looked like, as well as the computer-generated model that was used in the methods
section. These pictures were part of the original PSL article. By including these pictures students
can connect what they are reading to the parts of the scientific information that was used to perform
the experiment.

Results
Koomen, Weaver, Blair, and Oberhauser (2016 pg. 873) state, “The results give you a
blow-by-blow description of what the authors found, with the details and statistics that allow
them to make a claim.” The results may have graphs with captions that explain them and labels
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that are clear, so the graph can be easily identified. The results section of the PSL may also
include findings that are not critical to understanding the main topic and/or that require students
to have additional prior knowledge in order to understand. This information would be omitted in
APL (Yarden et al., 2015). In the APL article the results that answer the research questions are
present, as well as any pictures, diagrams or charts that can help better explain the results.
Information and data unrelated to the research question, as omitted from the APL.
Adapting the Results Section for the Mesosaurus Article. When rewriting the results
section for an APL article it is important to omit findings that are not relevant to your students
learning (Yarden et al., 2015). This will help cut out distractions for what you want students to
know once they have finished the articles. In the process of adapting the result section about
Mesosaurus swimming speed, information about water salinity appearing in the PSL was omitted,
because it did not pertain to the information students needed to know to successfully understand
the information. The rest of the results were simply reworded to make the article more accessible
to a younger audience.
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Figure 8
Comparison of Results Section of PSL and APL Mesosaurus Article
Original Article
APL Article
“The optimal swimming speed estimated
“The computer models showed that the
ranges from 0.15 to 0.86 m/s under both
Mosasaur could swim short distances for 1.5 normal salinity (5% salinity, ρ = 1020 kg/ m3 1.86 meters per second. Compared to other
) and hypersaline conditions (39% salinity,
extinct reptiles, the Mesosaurus is a relatively
ρ = 1278 kg/m3 ), considering λ values from
slow swimmer.”
0.2 to 2.8 (Table 1). The interval of potential
salinity conditions likely covers the range of
values that plausibly occurred in the
environment of Mesosaurus tenuidens (see
Piñeiro, Ramos, Goso, Scarabino, and Laurin,
2012). Comparison with swimming speed
estimates for other extinct reptiles and
measured for extant aquatic reptiles shows
that mesosaurs were relatively slow
swimmers (Villamil et al., 2016).”

Adapting the Data Collection Section for the Rock Comparison Article. Unlike the
previous article, the data collected in Tests of Continental Drift by Comparison of Radiometric
Ages, was presented in the PSL article in the map that can be found in Figure 9. Because this map
had information that was not important to the students learning, it was recreated and presented as
shown in Figure 10. The recreated map shows the same data points that are in Figure 9, taking into
account the location of the data, as well as the age of the samples collected. The new map leaves
off lines and graphing squares that can distract students from the information that needs to be the
focus. The newly created map in Figure 9 also has labeled continents, which was missing from the
original map.
As part of NGSSs’ Science and Engineering Practices, students are asked to analyze and
interpret data (NGSS Lead States, 2013). So, using the data that scientists used from the PSL
article and the chart that was given in Figure Ten, students were asked to interpret this data and
draw conclusions based on what they noticed. Once students had analyzed the APL data and
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discussed their ideas with their peers, the class moved on to read the conclusion of the APL
article.
Figure 9
Original Map from PSL Rock Comparison Article

Figure 10
Modified Map Use in APL Rock Comparison Article and Data Table for Students

Discussion and Conclusions
In traditional PSL articles the discussion and/or conclusion section gives the reader a
complete picture of what happened in the study. This section explains the results and refers back
to information in the introduction to help readers make a better connection (Koomen et al., 2016;
Yarden et al., 2015). In an APL article this information is typically accompanied by additional
information to help students connect material to their prior knowledge of the topic, much like the
introduction (Yarden et al., 2015).
Adapting the Discussion Section for the Mesosaurus Article. While writing the
discussion section for the Mesosaurus article (Villamil et al., 2016), there was no need to include
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information about the math behind the experiment because it had been omitted in the previous
sections of the PSL. Instead, focus was placed on the speed of the Mesosaurus and how that data
connects to the distance it could swim at one time. This focus was important because this evidence
was intended to help students make a connection that the fossils found on both continents could
not have been present as the result of the Mesosaurus swimming across the ocean. It could only be
explained by the continents, at one point, being next to each other. That explanation is the most
logical explanation for why the fossils are found in both places.
Figure 11
Comparison of Discussion Section of PSL and APL Mesosaurus Article
Original Article
APL Article
“Mesosaurids presumably had much less
“The Mesosaurus had less time to adapt
evolutionary time to adapt to the aquatic
(change over time) and this could have been
environment than Mesozoic aquatic reptiles,
some of the reason for its slow swimming
which may also explain the relatively low
abilities. Because these animals could not
inferred swimming speeds. Some Mesozoic
swim very fast, scientists can assume that
marine reptiles show conspicuous
they could also not swim very far in one
morphological adaptations for fast aquatic
swimming session.”
locomotion (e.g. most ichthyosaurs), which
are not present in Mesosaurus(Villamil et al.,
2016).”
Adapting the Conclusion Section for the Rock Comparison Article. Much like the
introduction section, there are several areas of the conclusion that were omitted from the APL
because the information presented in the PSL was not relevant to the content that was important
for students. The conclusion in the PSL article laid out the authors thinking in a numbered list.
Based on what was included in the PSL article most of these bullets were not of importance,
therefore this bulleted list format was not followed in developing the APL. Instead, the information
was summarized into several sentences much like the discussion section from the other APL
articles. However, an additional change was made to the conclusion. Hurley et.al. (1967) state,
“The evidence reported here supports the hypothesis of continental drift.” Because this directly
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tells students what theory scientists were supporting at this time, the statement was omitted from
the conclusion, so students could use this evidence to draw and support their own conclusion and
not have them given to them by the articles.
Figure 12
Comparison of Discussion Section of PSL and APL Rock Comparison Article
Original Article
APL Article
1) The Distribution of age values obtained by
Through data collection it is evident that
potassium- argon determinations and whole- the same aged rocks appear to be
rock rubidium-strontium determinations
identical on both continents and in
appears to be almost identical for West
locations that would match up if the
African rocks of the pervasive Eburnean
continents were together. This evidence
Orogenic Cycle and basement rocks at the
supports the idea that the two continents
opposite locations in South America.
used to be connected.
2) There is also a close correlation with respect
to potassium argon age determinations on
total-rock samples, and the extent to which
these two sets of values differ, between
rocks of the Pan- African Orogenic Cycle in
Brazil, where these two groups of rocks lie
opposite each other in the two continents.
3) When Africa and South America are “fitted
together,” the sharply defined boundary
between Eburnea and the Pan-African age
provinces in West Africa strikes directly
toward the corresponding age boundary in
northeast Brazil.
4) The transition from the 550 million- year
Pan African age province to the 2000
million- year age province in the Congo
Craton in Cameroun- Gabon is matched in
the rocks near the corresponding part of the
east coast of Brazil. However, the
geological and age data are insufficient to
do more then suggest the possibility of
another age- boundary correlation here.
5) The evidence reported here supports the
hypothesis of continental drift (Hurley et al.,
1967).
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Summary of the Adapted Process
Figure 13 provides a summary of how to change each part of PSL into APL. Each section
of the PSL is described and how it should be changed for APL is also mentioned. When
changing a PSL article to APL it is important to remember that creating these articles should be
specific to the students being taught. When modifying each section, specifically the introduction,
methods, and discussion/conclusion keep in mind the prior knowledge of the students. It is
important to include information in these sections that help students build knowledge of the topic
and scaffold students to help them understand the information that is being presented in the
article. This can also be done by adding, modifying, or creating images and graphics to give
students visuals of what the article is explaining.
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Figure 13
Adapting Primary Scientific Literature Summary Table
Article Section
Primary Literature Format
Title
Includes professional
language not known to
students
Introduction

Attracts readers and moves
from general ideas to more
specific (questions and/ or
hypothesis)

Methods

Gives details about
methodology, materials,
subjects and procedures used
Images may not be present or
may be too complicated for
student understanding.

Graphics and Images

Results

Described findings

Discussion/Conclusion

Gives meaning to results

(Yarden et al., 2015)
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APL Format
Should be slightly modified
to eliminate professional
language, but keep original
essence
Rewritten to build on
knowledge of students.
Should include any
information not in students’
schema already.
The methods of the
experiment are described
while the rest is omitted
Change, create, or explain
images to better help students
understand methods and
experiment.
Is kept in adapted article
ONLY if results are
important to student work.
Meaning of results is put into
student friendly language that
matches their prior
knowledge.
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NGSS Storylines Incorporating Adapted Primary Literature
Figure 14
Graphic Organizer Used by Students to Keep Track of Evidence

(Rinehart et al., 2014)
In order to help ensure that teachers are incorporating three dimensions of the NGSS into
each lesson that is presented, NGSS came up with the idea of lesson storylines (Nordine et al.,
2019; What Are Storylines?, n.d.). The purpose of the storyline is to use student driven questions
to evaluate a phenomenon and to help students come up with answers to a question or a problem
(NextGen Science Storylines Teacher Handbook, 2019; Nordine et al., 2019). Storylines can be
written in a variety of ways, but their focus is to ensure that each lesson is focusing on answering
a question related to the phenomena, using crosscutting concepts and disciplinary core ideas in
the process.
These storylines were created to incorporate the written APL articles into threedimensional learning. Exploring Earth’s Surface unit focuses on three scientific models about
how the earth has changed through time. The models are shrinking earth, continental drift, and
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plate tectonics. Students will be introduced to these three models and will use the APL articles,
along with other activities in the unit, to determine which model is accurate. As students
complete each activity and read each APL article, they will fill out a graphic organizer. This
organizer helps students make connections between the activities they are completing and the
models they are analyzing. At two points during the unit students will write an argument
choosing which model they most support. They will use the evidence from the activities and the
APL articles to support their claim. Writing this argument is their summative assessment, as it
allows students to demonstrate mastery of the content through application of the information
they have gathered and asks them to use that evidence in argumentation.
Phenomena. When creating a storyline, a unit phenomena is chosen to work towards
understanding throughout the lessons. I chose a phenomenon about fossils of Mesosaurus being
found on the continents of both Africa and South America. I chose this as my unit phenomena for
two reasons. First, students are interested in extinct species, especially dinosaurs, so I knew it
would hold their interest. Secondly, I chose this phenomenon, because it related to one of the APL
articles that the students would be reading. This would allow them to make connections and draw
conclusions directly about our unit phenomena and engage them in understanding how the fossils
of the Mesosaurus got to be an ocean apart from one another.
Lesson Sequence. The lessons and activities for this unit are sequenced in a way to help
students use all evidence to help prove which model of thinking is most correct. Students will
begin by comparing the models of continental drift and shrinking earth. The next lessons focus on
students reading APL articles. They then engage in discussion and argumentation in small groups
over the ideas and evidence from these articles. This process is designed to present students with
information from which they eventually choose the correct model. Students will then write their
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first argument about which model they think is correct, using evidence from the activities and APL
articles they have read. After the first argument has been written a whole class discussion follows
about the evidence and it is revealed which is the most correct model and why. This is done because
for the second part of the unit students will be comparing the models for continental drift and plate
tectonics, so to move on and be successful, students need to know why continental drift is more
correct when compared to the shrinking earth model. After the first argument the lessons follow a
similar pattern but are now comparing plate tectonics and continental drift.
Figure 15-17 show the storyline for the unit Exploring Earth’s Surface. Each lesson
shows the lesson level question, the SEPs and CCCs, and what the students should leave the
lesson being able to explain or do. The activity description shows the DCIs in blue and the CCCs
in pink. By labeling these in the lesson description it ensures that they are included in all lessons.
The order of the lessons and information is planned so that students are introduced to two
models. Then, students are given APL articles, demonstrations, or activities that act as evidence
about each model and are asked to decide if the evidence supports, is irrelevant, or refutes each
of the models. After the evidence is presented students were asked to write an argument about
which model they most support and why. After the argument was written, students were involved
in a class discussion where the evidence was discussed, and the correct model was identified.
Students then went through a similar set of lessons comparing the final two models before
writing a final argument.
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Figure 15
Exploring the Earth’s Surface Storyline Number One

Figure 16
Exploring the Earth’s Surface Storyline Number Two
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Exploring the Earth’s Surface Storyline Number Three
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Chapter 4
Reflection
Overall, I found this APL based unit to be very successful in my classroom. Success for
students during this project was seen in the form of increased engagement, students successfully
using evidence in argumentation, and each student building new knowledge around the ideas of
Plate Tectonics. First, students took an interest in the articles they were reading. The content was
interesting to them and this led to interesting conversations between them about the evidence
they were reading about. It was great to see engagement from all students and to hear ideas and
comments from all students. After reading the APL article, “Comparison of Rock Samples on
South American and Africa Show Similarities” students said things like, “Rocks can’t just move
that far part on their own.” Another APL article student’s read disproved the idea of continental
drift, by disproving how the continents are moving. After reading the article, students were so
curious about how people could believe such a thing, and would say things like, “How could
they even collect evidence to show that this idea is true.” It was on the students minds for days
and the article was brough up in conversations and in students written arguments often.
Next, I saw much better arguments from students. By “better” I mean students were using
information they had collected from the articles and although not always accurate I saw
improvement in their ability to use reasoning to connect their claim of which model is correct to
their evidence. For example, when talking about the swimming speed estimates for the
Mesosaurus APL article some of the students decided the evidence presented in the article
supported both models. In previous conversations the students would not state why this is true,
but during this conversation I would hear things from groups like, “It shows that the continents
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must have been next to each other because the dinosaur cannot swim across the ocean.” Other
students would say this and then also add, “but this evidence doesn’t rule a model out because it
doesn’t tell us anything about how the continents moved.”
Last, in conversations with students and through listening to their table conversations, it
was evident that they had learned and understood the differences between the three models used
in this series of lessons. Students were also able to use evidence to articulate why Plate Tectonics
was the better model. Students would identify that the way the Continental Drift model explains
how the continents moved was incorrect as evidence to support their claims. Students who chose
the incorrect model were most commonly focused on the current evidence and did not refer back
to evidence collected earlier in the unit. Other students had decided that the evidence presented
to them did not support a model, when in fact it did. Even with explanation of material and
demonstrations of the methods of the articles, some of these students would not change their
minds.
While I did not measure the effects of the different components of this unit on student
learning, I attribute all of these growths to the use of APL. Creating and using these articles
made the material more interesting, accessible, and relevant to students. The APL articles gave
students access to evidence that was presented in a compelling, understandable fashion. This
increased student engagement in the lessons and helped them to achieve and better understand
what they were learning about.

Project Revisions
Although engagement was high during the Exploring the Earth’s Surface unit, there are
several areas of weakness that need to be improved upon. Shortcomings of this unit include a
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lack of hands on activities and the length of the unit. First, throughout the unit students
completed only two hands on activities and labs. Although these two activities help to solidify
ideas students later read about in the APL readings, students could have benefited from more
activities like this. Having some sort of hands on activity or demonstration to accompany the
articles could help students better understand what they are reading and help them to better
identify how the APL evidence related to the models they are choosing from. Along with helping
students better understand the relationships between evidence and models having something to
physically do could help with focus. This could help with the restlessness of the students in the
last few days of the unit. Classes, while interested in the material, where wanting more hands-on
activities during their lessons.
Secondly, this unit ended up taking a bit longer to complete then I anticipated. I attribute
this to several things. First, it was the first time this unit was taught at our school, so we were
unsure how long it would take students to complete certain activities. In addition, the arguments
students wrote throughout the unit continued to improve as they gained experience, but that also
meant it took them a lot of time to write their arguments. This wasn’t something we had planned
for and ended up adding two additional days to our unit time. Last, the amount of reading we had
students complete and discuss was quite intensive. When planning revisions, it would be
interesting to try and complete the unit taking out two or three pieces of evidence. This would
help narrow the information students had to work with, but it would also shorten the unit by a
day or more. Another option would be to replace one of the APL articles with a hands-on lab. I
think that this change in the unit would help bolster engagement as the unit progresses and it
would benefit students who learn better by manipulation then by reading and discussing. As I
will talk about in Professional Growth, I want to continue to use APL in all units that make up
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my school year. So, by replacing one APL article in this unit, students will still have the
opportunity to bolster their skills to use evidence to support their arguments.

Professional Growth and Future Direction
Through this project, I have learned so much about how students learn through reading,
the gaps that are present when reading nonfiction texts, and the importance of scientific reading
in the learning and understanding of the scientific process. All of these things have impacted my
classroom and have shown me the importance of incorporating the use of nonfiction reading
strategies, like graphic organizers, to help students better understand and interact with new
scientific content. This knowledge and the creation of APL for my classroom has allowed me to
engage students in topics that may otherwise seem irrelevant to them. Also I continue to learn
and grow as a teacher as these are all strategies and ideas I will continue to use and build upon in
order to create scientific content that is relevant, engaging, and meets the needs of the diverse
group of students I serve.
As I continue to grow as a professional, I want to create more APL articles to fit other
areas of study in my science classroom. Using APL in my classroom will continue to challenge
me and my students to think and use scientific principles every day. Creating APL also helps me
as a teacher continue to learn about current and relevant scientific discoveries that can then be
used to help students learn about how science is still changing, and how new discoveries are
being made in all areas of the field. I want to show students that science is more than just
learning about things happened in history but is something that is relevant and is affecting our
world every day.
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Swimming speed estimates for the Mesosaurus
Introduction:
Mesosaurus are the oldest known fully aquatic reptiles. They are characterized by long skulls,
long and slender teeth, paddle like limbs, and a very thick abdominal region. Research has
recorded information about their swimming habits, how the species reproduces, and what they
eat. However, little is known about how fast they
swim. The following research focused on the
question of: How fast and how far can the
Mesosaurus swim?
Method:
In order to calculate the speed of this extinct
animal, some completed Mesosaurus fossils were
used. These fossils were so well preserved that
even some of the soft tissue, like muscle and skin
could be seen. Using these fossils, along with the weight and dimensions of other fossils found
in the South American area, a fairly accurate computer model could be generated. Once this
model was created, complex math formulas were used to determine how fast the Mosasaurs
could move.
Results:
The computer models showed that the
Mesosaurus could swim short distances for 1.5
- 1.86 meters per second. Compared to other
extinct reptiles, the Mosasaur is a relatively
slow swimmer.
Discussion:
The Mesosaurus had less time to adapt (change over time) and this could have been some of
the reason for its slow swimming abilities. Because these animals could not swim very fast,
scientists can assume that they could also not swim very far in one swimming session. More
evidence to support their ideas is the shape of the animal's body. The way their skeleton is
designed restricts their movement and makes their bodies rather stiff. This could be another
cause for their slower movements.
This paper is an adaptation based upon: Villamil, J., Demarco, P. N., Meneghel, M., Blanco, R. E., Jones, W., Rinderknecht, A., Laurin, M., & Piñeiro, G. (2016). Optimal
swimming speed estimates in the Early Permian mesosaures Mesosaurus tenuidens (Gervais 1865) from Uruguay. Historical Biology, 28(7), 963–971.
https://doi.org/10.1080/08912963.2015.1075018
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Comparison of Rock Samples on South America and
Africa show Similarities
Introduction
Scientists at the University of San Paulo and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) worked
together to analyze rock samples from the continents of South America and Africa. Scientists decided to
compare rocks looking at their compositions. The elements were analyzed to help determine the age of
the rocks.
Methods
All basement rock samples were collected and tested for the same elements, to provide information about
their similarities. Tests were carried out in San Paulo and at MIT. Rock samples were collected, tested,
and plotted on a map in order to determine the age and location compared to other samples collected.
Regions of each continent were picked because they would be directly across from each other if the
continents were to fit together. Rocks that were found in these spots were tested and found to have
similar ages and chemical composition.
Data Collection

Conclusion
Through data collection it is evident that the same aged rocks appear to be identical on both continents
and in locations that would match up if the continents were together. This evidence supports the idea that
these two continents used to be connected (Hurley et al., 1967).
This paper is an adaptation based upon:
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Same Plant Fossils found all over the Southern Hemisphere
Introduction
Scientists have been interested in determining a reason for why there are the same kinds of plants on continents
that are thousands of miles away from each other. Scientists have ventured many reasons as to how plants have
moved across continents, many suggesting that the continents are moving.
Plant Evidence
Glossopterids area a major extinct plant group. These plant fossils are present on
the continents of South America, Africa, Madagascar, Indian subcontinent (present
day India), Antarctica and Australia. Based on research it could not have been
carried by salt water to other places because the seeds would not have been able
to sprout. Plants fossils do not give a mechanism for how they were carried, so
how they were transported so far is unknown.

Photo From:
https://science.howstuffworks.com/life/bota
ny/10-plants-lost-to-history5.htm

The Problem

Even though similar plant fossils can be found across the southern hemisphere, scientists have found several
inconsistencies. However, there are several possible explanations for these that need continued explorations. They
are:
1) Land connections that have sunk into the ocean
2) A time with a lower sea level that could have caused modifications to the climate
Continental drift
3) Rare catastrophic storms
The reasons could all be explanations for how plants got to
southern continents. However, it should be noted that
studying plant fossils alone cannot prove or disprove any
theories. Instead, can only be used as supporting evidence in
scientific ideas.
Conclusion
Distribution of plant fossils is another piece of evidence that
could be used to support the idea of continental drift. The
evidence presented shows how important past plant fossils
This is a map showing where Glossopterid seed fossils have been located.
are in helping to determine how our Earth came to its
present state. This is more evidence to support that continents used to be closer together or even one land mass.
This paper is an adaptation of:
Schopf, J. M. (1970). Relation Of Floras of the Southern Hemisphere to Continental Drift. Taxon, 19(5), 657–674
Background information was found from:
Pumphrey, C. (2016, May 11). 10 Plants Lost to History. HowStuffWorks. https://science.howstuffworks.com/life/botany/10-plants-lost-tohistory.htm
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